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1: MoMA | James Rosenquist: F
It has 8 fold out sections of Rosenquist's big paintings with each leaf containing a separate image. The are nicely
arrange din serial order. This was a catalogue for an exhibition at Leo Castelli and as such, the text portion of the book
comprises reviews, stories and interviews with Rosenquist over the years.

Pop artist James Rosenquist returns to the limelight with a dazzling retrospective of his larger-than-life works
Photo of James Rosenquist Wikimedia Commons smithsonian. But at his day job, Rosenquist created on a
larger canvas. Hanging from ropes or standing on scaffolding high above Times Square, he painted the signs
of the timesâ€”billboards. His billboards were enormous, but were they art? Make it a little lighter. The next
day I painted an Arrow shirt twenty feet high. So I had all this color. I had Ford Seafoam green. I had dirty
beer color, wrong hops. I had dirty Arrow shirt color. I took that paint home. Then it dawned on me. He was
fired from some jobs, laid off from others, but his gregarious Midwestern manner kept him busy. His
montages of everyday objects have taken him beyond Pop into his own distinct interpretations of Surrealism
and Photo-Realism. It will travel to the Guggenheim in Bilbao, Spain, in the spring. He reconstructs things in
really imaginative ways, with truly amazing and complex imagery. What do they all mean? These kinds of
little things make, I think, the curiosity, or the inquisitiveness, that make an artist. The Depression kept them
moving. While his father worked as an airline mechanic, James attended seven schools by the time he was
Often alone, he developed an interest in cars, airplanes and drawing. He drew elaborate World War II battle
scenes on the back of sheets of wallpaper supplied by his parents. The following summers, he painted
billboards, turning buckets of paint into two-story gas station logos, Davy Crockett faces and other popular
images of the s. His art professor, Cameron Booth, urged the talented young man to go East. To support
himself while in school, he began painting billboards again. Veteran sign painters called him Baby Jimmy, but
there was nothing immature about his confidence; he talked his way into painting jobs usually reserved for
more senior men and taught himself to enlarge images by superimposing them on a grid. Later, he cheated
death himself when a scaffold collapsed. Most of his works from this period were abstract, but inspired by the
impastoed flags and targets of his friend Jasper Johns and his own billboard images, Rosenquist started to
compose pictures of fragments, with images that appeared to overflow the canvas. He called his first such
effort President Elect. The painting featured a piece of cake, a car fender and the face of the newly elected U.
He traced his affinity for incongruous juxtapositions to his youth. There were on the same wall a painting, a
shrunken head, and a live flower. It was almost like what they would have in an Oriental tea ceremony. The
movement had begun in Britain, but in the United States Andy Warhol was soon painting soup cans, Roy
Lichtenstein was enlarging comic-strip images, dots and all, and Rosenquist was bringing his billboards down
to size. By the fall of , Pop was all the rage. Or is he exhorting us to revile itâ€”that is, to do what has come
naturally to every sensitive person in this country for years? But the public, perhaps tired of puzzling meaning
out of abstractions, seemed to get it. JFK had been assassinated six months before. Later that year, he read
about a new fighter plane being developed for the escalating Vietnam War, got drawings for it and began
sketching. He spent eight months on the painting, which he named after the new aircraftâ€”F And I thought
that being an artist was insignificant. While the painting toured Europe, Rosenquist cemented his reputation as
an eccentricâ€”and made sport of the flimsiness of trendsâ€”by wearing a suit he tailored out of paper to
parties and art shows. By then, Pop was spreading ever deeper into American culture, but Rosenquist, now in
his mids, moved on, experimenting with sculpture and incorporating such materials as barbed wire, Plexiglas
and sheets of Mylar into his works. On February 12, , Rosenquist, his wife and their 7-year-old son, John,
were vacationing in Florida when their car was hit broadside by another car on a rainy night. Rosenquist
suffered a perforated lung and three broken ribs. His wife and son were each left in a coma. While his wife and
child remained unconsciousâ€”his son for five weeks, his wife for four monthsâ€”Rosenquist faced mounting
hospital bills. Sixty thousand dollars in debt, he spent the s digging out of depression, and after his family
recovered, divorce. As an opponent of the Vietnam War, Rosenquist was arrested during an anti-war protest in
and lost commissions when he criticized the politics of potential patrons. Seeking respite from the New York
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art scene, Rosenquist moved in to East Tampa, Florida, where he created a studio out of two abandoned dime
stores. There he worked ferociously on paintings, prints and sculptures, many of which convey a sense of
foreboding. One canvas, Slipping Off the Continental Divide, featured a stairway, a handful of nails and an
open book turned facedown. Other works, constructed out of wires, wrecked auto parts and
techno-paraphernalia, suggest a man struggling to preserve his humanity in an increasingly mechanized world.
Shrugging off the decision, Rosenquist returned to his canvases. The past two decades have seen no
diminution in his vivid and enigmatic imagery. In the exhibition catalog Rosenquist offers his own
interpretation: Soâ€”the legs, the carâ€”you see parts of things and you rationalize and identify danger by bits
and pieces. Scattered throughout the two airplane-hangar-size buildings are junked cars, an old fishing boat
andâ€”order out of chaosâ€”several of his stunning, fluorescent canvases. When Rosenquist, dressed in old
jeans, paint-spattered shoes and a black T-shirt, begins to explain them, his conversation is spiced with
memories of the Depression and World War II. And just when he begins to sound like an aging North Dakota
farmer, he jumps to something he read about Russia, ancient Greece or Eastern philosophy. Stories about New
York in the s are interwoven with theories about art and tales from his travels. Discussing his goals as an artist,
he stops and raises one finger. It was very vigorous, and I liked it too, but I never wanted to look like I was
copying someone else. I wanted to do something new. More than most modern artists, Rosenquist recognized
that popular culture is not a freeze frame but images zapping by in rapid-fire succession. His own amazing
array of them seems driven by his determination to be, above all, an American original. I wanted to do
something that spilled out of the painting onto the floor, something that stuck out in your face.
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2: Biography of James Rosenquist | Widewalls
James Rosenquist is one Pop artist who has never become a household name, at least not outside art circles. Even in
the art world, critical esteem for his work has wavered unpredictably.

For a full list of exhibition catalogues, please see Exhbition History. The First Ninety Years. With a foreward
by William R. Acquavella and an essay by Eugene V. A Survey of the New Super-Realism. Viking Press, , pp.
Casual Notes on the Aesthetics of the Immediate Past. James Rosenquist, The Big Paintings: Thirty Years,
Leo Castelli, exh. Leo Castelli Gallery in association with Rizzoli, New York, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, , pp.
American Art in Transition, â€”62, exh. Museum of Contemporary Art; New York: The Value of Art:
Munich, London, New York: Time Dust, James Rosenquist: Complete Graphics, â€”, exh. Publishing Institute
of America, Edited by Uta Grosenick. American Artists Against the Vietnam War. University of Texas Press,
Essay by William Jeffett. Welcome to the Water Planet and House of Fire, â€”, exh. Painters Posters in
association with Wetterling Gallery, With an introduction by Avis Berman and a chronology compiled by
Susie Hennessy. Prestel Verlag, Delmonico Books, Pop Art, Politics, and History in the s. Berkeley and Los
Angeles, California: University of California Press, University of California Press, , pp. American Artists
Against War, â€” Meyers, Herb, and Richard Gerstman, editors. Unconventional Wisdom from 20
Accomplished Minds. Mulas, Ugo, and Alan Solomon. The New York Art Scene. Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
, pp. The Airplane in American Culture. With essays by Dominick A. Pisano, Roger Bilstein, Charles L. Ponce
de Leon, Jill D. Bruce Franklin, and John Darrell Sherwood. The University of Michigan Press, Rublowsky,
John, and Ken Heyman. Basic Books, , pp. Guggenheim Museum and Foundation,
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3: James Rosenquist Art for Sale
Leading Pop artist James Rosenquistâ€”who came to prominence among New York School figures like Roy
Lichtenstein, Jasper Johns, Robert Rauschenberg, and Willem de Kooningâ€”is well known for his large-scale,
fragmented works that bring the visual language of commercial painting onto canvas (notably, from , .

His parents were amateur pilots of Swedish descent who moved from town to town to look for work, finally
settling in Minneapolis, Minnesota. His mother, who was also a painter, encouraged her son to have an artistic
interest. In junior high school, Rosenquist won a short-term scholarship to study at the Minneapolis School of
Art and subsequently studied painting at the University of Minnesota from to I was interested in learning how
to paint the Sistine Chapel. It sounds ambitious, but I wanted to go to mural school". He started by painting
Phillips 66 signs, going to gas stations from North Dakota to Wisconsin. After leaving school, Rosenquist took
a series of odd jobs and then turned to sign painting. Rosenquist applied sign-painting techniques to the
large-scale paintings he began creating in Like other pop artists, Rosenquist adapted the visual language of
advertising and pop culture to the context of fine art. Notes on a Life in Art. The goal in all cases was to fuse
painting aesthetics with the semiotics of media-drenched contemporary reality. The naked efficiency of
anti-personal artmaking defines classic Pop. The critics like to group people together. I did not really know
Andy or Roy Lichtenstein that well. We all emerged separately. His F was displayed there for many years.
This includes the three-painting suite The Swimmer in the Econo-mist â€” for Deutsche Guggenheim , Berlin,
Germany, and a painting that was planned for the ceiling of the Palais de Chaillot in Paris, France. Kennedy
from a campaign poster onto a towering display. Rosenquist uses icons in pop culture to examine fame and the
relationship between advertising and the consumer, exploring the kind of fame and iconography that comes
with American politics. So that was his face. And his promise was half a Chevrolet and a piece of stale cake.
In , James Rosenquist completed F, one of the largest and most ambitious works in his collection. Painted
during the Vietnam war , F contrasts pictures from the war with commercial imagery from advertisements,
showing tires, a cake, lightbulbs, a girl in a salon hairdryer, bubbles, and spaghetti. Rosenquist juxtaposes the
imagery from the ads against the plane as a way to imply graphic scenes from the war, with broken light bulbs
near the cockpit mirroring bombs dropping from the plane, and the hood of the hairdryer echoing the look of a
missile. Rosenquist uses the painting to question the role of marketing and coverage of the war describing the
plane as "flying through the flak of consumer society to question the collusion between the Vietnam death
machine, consumerism, the media, and advertising,". Guggenheim Museum organized a full-career
retrospective in , which traveled internationally, and was organized by curators Walter Hopps and Sarah
Bancroft. His second wife was Mimi Thompson, whom he married on April 18, , by whom he had one child:
All of his paintings stored on his property were destroyed, including art for an upcoming show.
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4: James Rosenquist | MoMA
James Rosenquist, born in North Dakota, was the only child of amateur pilots Ruth and Louis Rosenquist. His father's
search for work repairing planes meant that the family moved frequently, particularly during World War II, occasionally
sending Rosenquist to stay with his grandfather on his farm near Mekinock, North Dakota.

They are beautiful examples of design, if also machines of war. My father flew the F and many other Air
Force planes, he loved the feeling of power and the freedom of flight they enabled. Although, many famous
pieces has captured war into history within its art. Meaning that it details war in a way that is admirable. Not
only do we remember it, but we use it to influence greater works in future times. When war machines are
thought of, it brings horrific scenes to many, but to others, it brings inspiration through its amazing
infrastructure. Without civilization, there is no history. Yes, art can certainly provide a time reference by
virtue of style, artist or subject matter, but more often than not political and religious influence is the catalyst.
Think Gothic art, Dada, Pollock. Rosenquist at the Pentagon. It is good for us to think about the multifaceted
nature of our humanity. This is a common advertising of war, income taxes, consumerism, and advertising.
Did we do we subscribe our consumerism and militarism, as something we do for our children? Are they our
royalty? Do we do it all for our queen? To keep her safe and happy? Is this what we adults believe is necessary
to keep the queen smiling? Vietnam War, income taxes, consumersim and advertising? If anyone can think of
anything, post it! I wonder how many contemporary viewers, who experience so many kinds of advertising,
very little of it handmade, still make this connection. Oil on canvas with aluminum, 23 sections. Hillman and
Lillie P. Bliss Bequest both by exchange. That was my hobbyâ€”airplanes. I knew every airplane ever made.
In late I noticed a photograph of an airplane that was in the experimental stage. It had probably not been flown
at that point. It was called the F I never saw the plane itself, since it was top secret, but I managed to get some
photographs and plans of it. When you think of the conflagrations and all the money spent on obsolete
weapons that could have gone into health research, hospitals, and public works, it was such misguided
thinking. So, one idea I wanted to include in this painting was about the lapse in ethical responsibility. We
were paying income taxes for what seemed to be an already obsolete fighter plane, for a war machine that was
this monstrous vacuum cleaner for taxes. Under the Johnson administration, we were being subjected to an
even bigger vacuum cleaner: From Painting Below Zero: As you entered the gallery [the Leo Castelli Gallery,
at 4 East 77 Street in Manhattan, where F was first installed in ], on the right there were four aluminum panels
that shaded into silver-colored strands of spaghetti and then into spaghetti-colored spaghetti in tomato sauce,
with the nose cone of the F poking through it. The spaghetti was flak. It was like a World War II plane flying
through flak. In F, you were flying through spaghetti. At resorts in Utah they used to advertise: People would
sit under beach umbrellas with their iced drinks and watch these mushroom clouds in the desert. So this panel
and the previous one are linked. The bubble metaphor relates to the bomb. One was wet and one was death.
The diver with the aqualung gasping for air reminded me of the big gulp of air that a nuclear explosion
consumesâ€”which relates to the nuclear explosion in the adjoining panel. What intrigued me was the paradox
of all these middle-class families prospering from building this death-dealing machine [the F], which is why I
put the little girl under that bomb-shaped hair dryer. The little girl was really the pilot of the plane just as
middle-class society was really the momentum behind the plane. The little girl under the hair dryer is a
big-stretch metaphor; this little girl from Texas or Long Island is the thing that was pushing the market that
built war weapons. The grass behind her is painted in radioactive shades of green. The little girl in the painting
was a child model. When she saw a picture of F she sent me a picture of herself grown up. These lightbulbs
are falling from the bomb-bay doors. They are red, yellow, and blueâ€”pastel colors like Easter eggs. A
lightbulb is a metaphor for an egg; the idea of the fragility of the eggshell and the lightbulb, which both burst
when dropped like bombs. For me, the hole in the angel food cake was a metaphor for the missile silo. I was
always surprised at the idea that food products had to advertise that they had added all these ingredients. I
painted the tread on the bottom of the snow tire which suggests something cold in a very bold, precise way.
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5: Pop Artist James Rosenquist Dies at 83 | Observer
Books & Exhibition Catalogues *This section includes select monographic books, exhibition catalogues, chapters of
books, sections of dissertations, brochures unrelated to exhibitions, and select book reviews.

New Names This Month: Traveled to Moderna Museet, Stockholm, Sept. Horse Blinders, March 29â€” April
Area Code and Flamingo Capsule, Oct. Castelli Graphics, New York, Rosenquist: Recent Lithographs, dates
unknown. Revised and reprinted in Battcock, Why Art: Dutton, , pp. Castelli Graphics, New York, Feb.
Museum and Gallery Reviews: Mayor Gallery, London, James Rosenquist: An Exhibition of Paintings â€”,
Dec. Recent Mural Prints, April 23â€”June 6. Castelli Graphics, New York, Nov. Louis, James Rosenquist,
May 15â€”June Louis Post-Dispatch, June 2, , section B, p. Nine Large Drawings, May. The Florida
Connection, Oct. Hand-Colored Etchings, , Nov. Galerie Sonnabend, Paris, May 19â€”June Plains Art
Museum, Moorhead, Minn. A Meeting Point, Oct. House of Fire, March 3â€”April Major New Works,
opened June 9. Paintings from the Sixties, June 1â€”July 3. Paintings and Works on Paper, May. Paintings
â€”, May 15â€”July Le peintre a ses raisons. Put On or Great American Artist? Paul, James Rosenquist Prints,
Sept. Ladies of the Opera Terrace, Oct. One Painting and One Print, Jan. New Work, May 5â€”June Flashlife,
opened May New Paintings, June 27â€”July From Thoughts to Drawing, Jan. Gallery Guide Scotch Plains,
N. Saff and previously published essay by Craig Adcock. The Early Pictures â€”, May 2â€”July Paintings
â€”, May 14â€”July Glenn, Time Dust, James Rosenquist: Recent Paintings, March 27â€”May Recent
Paintings, April 3â€”May Gift Wrapped Dolls, May 25â€”June The Thirtieth Anniversary Exhibition, Oct.
Thirty Years, Leo Castelli, ed. Susan Brundage, published in association with Rizzoli. Portland Art Museum,
Portland, Ore. The Big Paintings, March 7â€” Gli anni novanta, June 11â€”Sept. New Paintings and
Constructions, Feb. Target Practice, May 14â€”June Brenau University Galleries, Gainesville, Ga. Painting
and Prints, July 13â€”Oct. Three Large Paintings, Feb. New Works , Aug. The Swimmer in the Econo-mist,
March 7â€”June New Paintings, March 12â€”May 1. Paintings â€”, with introduction by Judith Goldman.
Museum of Fine Arts, St. Petersburg Times, May 5, , section D, p. Tampa Museum of Art, James Rosenquist:
The Florida Years â€”, May 13â€”Aug. A Retrospective, May 17â€”Aug. Traveled to Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum, New York, Oct. Time Pieces, James Rosenquist at the Guggenheim. Petersburg Times,
16 November Paul Star Tribune, 23 November Vogue Deutsche February Recent Paintings, May 17â€”June
Selected Works on Paper, Sept. Archeology at the Speed of Light. Welcome to the Water Planet, March
12â€”April 9. Ten Paintings, â€” Collage, , March 12â€”April Acquavella Contemporary Art, Inc.
Paperworks by James Rosenquist, June 10â€”Sept. Welcome to the Water Planet. Welcome to the Water
World. Print Retrospective, â€”, Sept. James Rosenquist, Time Blades. The Hole in the Center of Time, Sept.
Speed of Light Lithograph Series, Sept. Boca Raton Museum of Art, Fla. James Rosenquist and Printmaking
at the Millennium, Feb. James Rosenquist, March 22â€”June 4. James Rosenquist at the Judd Foundation. The
Collages, â€”, Sept. Four Decades, â€”, Sept.
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6: James Rosenquist Biography â€“ James Rosenquist on artnet
The below artworks are the most important by James Rosenquist - that both overview the major creative periods, and
highlight the greatest achievements by the artist. Artwork description & Analysis: James Rosenquist painted this inverted
and fragmented portrait of Marilyn Monroe just following her.

Choose a job you love, and you will never have to work a day in your life. The mass-production and mass
media certainly framed the work of James Rosenquist and made him as one of the most intriguing artists of the
second half of 20th century. This pioneer of Pop art has constructed his authentic style by combining the skills
learned from his initial art lessons with the ones absorbed from commercial jobs he did for some time. The
superb concepts, immense craftsmanship and outstanding articulation of political and social issues made
James Rosenquist one of the most prominent representatives of the genre. He grew up in a family of Swedish
descent, and his parents were amateur pilots. At the age of 21, the artist moved to New York City in order to
pursue on scholarship to study at the Art Students League. From to , he earned money for his living as a
billboard painter. Rosenquist quickly applied sign-painting techniques to the large-scale paintings he began
creating in Like other pop artists, Rosenquist adapted the visual language of advertising and pop culture often
funny, vulgar, and outrageous to the context of fine art. One the best-known ambassadors of American art
James Rosenquist â€” Military Inteligence, Enigmatic Work Method In order to create strong narratives,
Rosenquist collaged and juxtaposed fragmentary images borrowed largely from advertisements and mass
media in Surrealist fashion. The overall effect was often abstract and provocative since a majority of depicted
everyday objects were combined in an odd manner. The pioneering technique and appropriation of such
popular references quickly made him one of the key figures in the development of Pop, but such a devotion
and critical activity lasted basically till the end of his career. Kennedy as a symbol of affluent, yet troubled
America James Rosenquist â€” President Elect, , detail Early Career of James Rosenquist In was the artist
began renting a small studio in lower Manhattan popular among emerging artists at the time and his neighbors
included Robert Indiana, Agnes Martin, and Ellsworth Kelly. Working in this new studio space, Rosenquist
began to reconsider his approach to painting due to exhaustion of the Abstract Expressionist style. In ,
Rosenquist had his first solo exhibition at the Green Gallery in New York which was quite of success. The
piece was originally created to cover all walls of the Leo Castelli gallery in New York, and included separate
compositions of a mushroom cloud under a beach umbrella, some spaghetti, a piece of cake, a Firestone tire, a
swimmer, light bulbs, and a little girl under a hairdryer, all set against the backdrop of an F fighter jet. The
constellation drew much of attention in regards to the intense relationship between military might and
consumer economics. During the following year, major retrospectives of his work were organized at the
Wallraf-Richartz Museum and the other at the Whitney Museum of American Art. Rosenquist rented a studio
in Ybor City, Florida in , whose climate and scenery has greatly influenced his style. That is related with the
fact that Rosenquist moved beyond his early fascination with popular culture and mass media to articulating
new issues such as the intersection of science and aesthetics. In the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum staged
a full-career traveling retrospective. Rosenquist himself was the subject of a number of documentary films and
was featured in two public television series, The Shock of the New and The Empire of the Signs: The
photographic use of advertisement imagery or ad-inspired painting can be noticed in the works of various later
artist like Jeff Koons. James lived in Florida and died on the 31st of March
7: JAMES ROSENQUIST - Painting as Immersion
James Rosenquist is an American painter, print-maker and sculptor. He references to mass-production and mass
media, together with a dispassionate and seemingly anonymous technique.

8: James Rosenquist - Academy of Achievement
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James Rosenquist: When I started painting, and there wasn't much of a market, and there wasn't a big audience, there
was a space of time â€” maybe a year â€” where I worked and they weren't for sale.

9: James Rosenquist | American artist | www.enganchecubano.com
James Rosenquist (November 29, - March 31, ) was an American artist and one of the protagonists in the pop art
movement. Drawing from his background working in sign painting, Rosenquist's pieces often explored the role of
advertising and consumer culture in art and society, utilizing techniques he learned making commercial art to depict
popular cultural icons and mundane everyday.
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